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Abstract

is an obvious

The phase accuracy of standard finite differencetime domain algorithmsin computationalelectromagnetismlimits
the type problem that can be solved. This is becausephase
error accumulatesduring the computationand eventually
destroysthe solution. We proposea new mass-lumpedfinite element schemeusing cubic edge elementswhich has
superior phase accuracycomparedto the standard finite
difference scheme. The mass lumping is performed carefully to avoid loss of accuracy. We analyze the dispersion
error of the mass-lumpedcubic schemeand provide a simple numerical example showingthe accuracy of the cubic
scheme.

numerical

schemes with

im-

to the usual finite difference scheme.

In computationalelectromagnetism,the standard finite
difference scheme for approximating the Maxwell system

is the Yeescheme[22].This is a secondorderaccurate(in
time and space)staggeredgrid schemeusingleap-frogtime
stepping. It is very effectivefor computing the solution of
Maxwell's system, but has only secondorder phase accuracy which limits its applicability to high frequencyproblems.

Key words: Maxwell's equations, edge elements, mass-

need to find

proved phase accuracyfor approximating Maxwell's equations. This paper is devoted to describinga mass-lumped
finite element schemefor approximating the Maxwell system in three dimensions. The method is distinguishedby
having superiorphaseaccuracyproperties when compared

The cubic finite

element

method

we shall describe

AMS subject classifications: 65N10, 65N15, 35L50.

hasa sixth orderaccuratephaseerror (but only fourth order spatialerror) and is alsoa staggeredgrid scheme(or a
mixed methodin finite elementlanguage).

1

for Maxwell'sequations.For example,Tuomela[19] and
Petropolis[17] have proposedfourth order finite differ-

lureping.

W'e are not the first to propose higher order schemes

Introduction

A central problem in computing an approximate solution
to a linear hyperbolic problem is the control of phase error
accumulation. As a wave propagates through computational space, phase errors accumulate and eventually de-

stroythe accuracy
of the solution(seefor example[1, 16]).
This problem is particularly acute in computational electromagnetism. The desire to compute accurate solutions

to electricallylarge problems(ie. thoseproblemsin which

ence schemesbased on extending the Yee approach. This
schemesuffersfrom having a large stencil which complicates the implementation of boundary conditions and the
handling of material discontinuities.

A numberof authors(for example[21,20, 15]) havesuggestedusing higher order finite element methods. We follow this approach and will describe a method based on

cubicedgefinite elements[13] on a meshof cubes. An
important differencein our approachis that we shall show

a wavemust be computedfor a largenumberof cycles) how to mass-lumpthe schemeusingan extensionof the apimplies the use of vast computational resources. There proachof [9, 8, 18] whilemaintainingthe accuracyof the
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scheme.Of coursethe limitation of using a grid of cubes
will need to be relaxed in order to handle curved bound-
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elsewhere.

One way of fitting curved boundariesis to use tetrahedral elements. However, in the case of edge elements, it
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is difficultto mass-lumpevenlinear elements[7]. Mass
lumping higher order tetrahedral elementsis likely to be a
challengingproblem.
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•Ve choose
to usethe edgeelements
of N•d•lec [13]because these elements have the advantage of allowing control over the divergenceof the solution and allow a simple
method of satisfying one of the standard electromagnetic
boundary conditions. However the price to be paid for
this is that the elementsare anisotropicand more complex
than standard elements. However as we shall discusshere,
it is possibleto showthat the element anisotropydoesnot
adversely effect the phase accuracy of the method. The
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ized perfectly conductingboundary condition:

(3)

n x E = 'y on the boundaryF = 0fl.

Here 'y is a known tangential vector field on F and n is
the unit outward normal to F. Finally, we assume that

the initial fieldsE(0, .) and B(0, .) are given. The system (1) and (2) togetherwith the boundaryconditions
(3)

and the initial conditionsis a well posedinitial boundary
value
problem for the Maxwell system (at least when f•
family we useis cheaperto use(fewerdegrees
of freedom)

is a boundedLipschitzdomain,J • (L2(f•))a, and if e
and • are uniformlypositiveand boundedin L•(f•) [10]).
There are also a number of more innovative approaches
We remark that we limit ourselves to dielectric media here

than the otheredgefamilyof Mur andN•d•lec [12,14].

for developing phase accurate methods for the Maxwell

system. For exampleCangellaris[3] has investigated
a
spectral-cut-off method. At present that method seems
limited to periodic problems.

In th.is paper we shall focuson propagationand phase
error properties of the mass-lumpedscheme. For this reason we shall only considera simplecavity problem and ignore suchvital aspectsof "real" electromagneticproblems
as absorbingboundary conditions,complexstructuresand
tensor material properties. These considerations,which
are vital for realistic applications, will be discussedin the

since we will focus on wave propagation. A conductivity
term can be added without difficulty.

In the specialcasewhenf• = R a, e =/z = 1 and J = 0
the Maxwell system possesses
plane wave solutions. The

dispersion
analysisof (1) and (2) involves
describing
these
solutions. Of coursesuch a dispersion analysis is entirely
trivial but we discussit here for completeness.We suppose
that the fields are time harmonic

E(x,t) B(x,t) -

future.

This work continues our study of two dimensional mass

lumpedschemes
reportedin [6, 4]. Here we showshowto
extend the method to three dimensions, summarize some
results about the dispersionbehavior of the three dimensional schemeand give the first numerical results in three
dimensions.

so that

•(x) exp(-iwt) and
•(x) exp(-iwt)

where• and• arevectorfunctions
of position
and• is
a parameter.Substitutingtheseexpressions
in (1) and (2)
we obtain

(4)
(5)

-iw•-V'x•
-iw•+V'x•

-- 0
= 0

inR 3,
inR3.

Now, if • • 0 we can proceed in the usual way to eliminate

2

The Maxwell

system

the magneticinductionby using(5) in (4) to obtain

v x (v x

As we discussedabove, we will limit ourselvesto a simple
initial boundary value problem for the Maxwell system.

Let [2 C R a be a domainor cavity filled with a dielec- By standardvector identities this implies that
tric medium having scalar permittivity e and permeability

/z whichcan be functionsof position(evendiscontinuous
functions providing the discontinuities occur at finite el-

ementboundaries).The electricfield E = E(t, x) and
magneticinductionB = B(t, x) are functionsof time t
and position x and satisfy the Maxwell systemin [2:

Howevertakingthe divergence
of (4), andassuming
w • 0,

weseethatV. • = 0. Hence(6) becomes

(7)

w2•-A•=0

inR3.

OE

(1)

vx

Thus each componentof •

OB

(2)

+ v xE

=

O.

In (1) the functionJ - J(t, x) is a knownappliedcurrent
density. For simplicity we shall assumea simple general-

satisfiesthe standard

Helmholtzequation,and the dispersionpropertiesof (4)(5) areexactlythe sameas for the waveequation.In particular,we can seeka planewavesolutionof (7) of the
form

• = •0 exp(i/•ßx)
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where•70is a constant
vectorandk = (kl,k2,ka)T. For

The problem with this approachis that the inner prod-

this functionto solve(7) it is necessary
that w be related uct (eEn,t,c))givesriseto a projectionmatrixwhichmakes
to k via a dispersionrelation. There are two possibilities:

it impossibleto use a pointwise explicit time stepping

(8)

scheme
to discretize(9)-(10) in time. Followingour masslurepingstrategydeveloped
in [4],we mass-lump(9)-(10)

eitherco- 0 or co2
_

q- q- -Ikl 2,

The case co = 0 correspondsto non-propagatingwaves, by replacing the exact inner products by approximate inand the caseco= +[kl corresponds
to wave propagation. ner products computed using quadrature. An important
We shall refer to approximationsof the dispersionrelation differencecomparedto the two dimensionalschemeis that
co2_ [kl2 as the "physical"dispersion
relation.Unfortu- it is now necessaryto apply quadrature to all terms in
nately, the cubic finite element method in this paper has the weak formulation. We define two approximate inner
other non-zerodispersionrelations that are termed "parasitic" sincethey do not have a counterpart in the standard
continuous theory. An alternative expressionfor the dispersion relation correspondingto propagating wavesis

whereco12(k)
= k2 is the dispersion
relationfor the one

products(., .)•h and (., ')2• whichapproximate(., .). Ob-

viously the discretebilinear forms must be chosenso as to
lump the projection matrices for the magnetic and electric
equations,preserveaccuracy,and result in positive definite
diagonal lumped matrices.
Using the approximate inner products, the discrete so-

lutions(E•(t),B•(t))

ß U• x Vh are taken to satisfy

dimensional wave equation. This observation proves useful in analyzing the dispersion properties of the discrete
scheme.

3

Edge element discretization

togetherwith the boundarycondition(11). In eachcase,
Now let us turn to discretizing(1)-(2) in space.Suppose for i = i or 2 the quadrature has the form
we constructfinite elementsubspaces
as follows(we shall
give detailsof this constructionshortly):
(14) (u, v)in = (ul, Vl)lih q-(U2,V2)2ihq- (N3,V3)3ih,
t:•

C H(curl;

-- {U e (L2(•))3I V x u e (L2(•))3},
U0.h C H0(curl;•)
= {u e H(curl;•)ln
Vh c H(div;fi)

-

x u- 0 on F},

by a meshconsisting
of translates
of the "unitcell"[0,h]a.

{v ß (L2(F0)3IV.v ß L2(f•)}.

Then the obvioussemi-discreteschemefor approximating

the Maxwellsystemis to seeksemi-discrete
fieldsEa(t) ß
Ua and B(t) ß Va suchthat

(eEh,t,(b)-- (lz-lBh, V x

=

-(J, ½),
¾½ß Uo,h,

(•-lSh,t, •)) -- (]•-lv X rh,

--

O,

=

ff• on F,

(9)

(10)
(11)

n x Zh

where the quadratures used to compute each term use
quadrature points at the interpolation points for the correspondingcomponentof the solution.
It remains to describe the quadratures and the spaces
Un, U0,n and Vn. We supposethat • has been covered
Obviouslythis greatly restricts the classof domains•. We
could allow parallel-piped boxes, but the extension of the
schemeto isoparametrichexahedra is much more complex
and will be addressedin another paper.
On each cube in the mesh, the electric and magnetic
fields are represented by polynomials. In order to define
these polynomials, we need to introduce some notation

whichwedo next. Let -1 = •:f < :•2
t' < •at' < •:4
t' = 1
be the cubicGauss-Lobattoquadraturepointsin [-1, 1]

with corresponding
quadrature
weights
tbO,tb2
•, tba
• and
tb4
•. Notethat tbO= tb4
•. By mapping[-1, 1] onto[0,h]
usingan arline map, we obtain the Gauss-Lobattopoints

• < Xa
• < x4
• = h on [0,h] with associated
where(u,v) = fn u. v dV and'in isa suitable
interpolant0 = x• < x2
of '7 on F. In addition the initial conditionsmust be en- weights
w• = thigh/2,1 < i < 4. Then we definethe
forced(for exampleby interpolatingthe initial data). This basispolynomials
{/i (x)}/4=1of degree
3 by requiring
that
is an extensionof the schemeproposedin [13]to variable

li(xp)= 5ij,1 < j < 4. Thus{/•(x)},4.=1
aretheLagrange

e and/•.

basisfunctionsassociatedwith the Gauss-Lobattopoints.
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In the sameway,let x•G < x• < x•G be the quadratic
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To obtaina globallydivergenceconformingelement,Bxn

Gausspointsin [0,hi (obtainedby mappingthe Gauss is continuous across faces in the mesh that are normal to
points in [-1,1] to [0,hi) with associated
quadrature the x axis, but in generaldiscontinuousacrossother faces.
weightslt6i
I• ,G]3
We definethe quadraticLagrange
ba- Similarly B2n is continuousacrossfacesnormal to the y
fi=l'

sispolynomials
{gi(x)}•=•bygi(x?)= 6ij, I _(j (_ 3.
Having defined these polynomialswe can define the cubic
edge elements used in this paper. These were proposed

axis and Bsn is continuous across faces normal to the z
axis. The space Vn can then be assembledin the usual

finite element way.

andanalyzedin [13]. On the element[0,h]s, the discrete Figure 1 showsthe distribution of degreesof freedom
approximationEn - (E•h.,E2h,E3h) of E is represented for the first componentof the electric and magneticfields.
as follows
3

4

4

'•'"•ijk
gi(x)lj(y)lk(z),
i=1 j=l
4

3

The quadratures
usedto compute(., .)• and (., ')2• use

4

quadrature points at the interpolation points for the correspondingcomponentof the solution. Thus, we approxi-

•ij• li(x)gj(y)l•(z),
(16)
E2•(x,y,z)
• • • • •(2)
i•1
4

j•l

Note that the polynomials used to represent En and Bn
are of different degreesin different directions, and different for each componentso it is not clear how the discrete
dispersionrelation will behave.

k=l

4

mate

3

riou•v•
dV
•
,h]•

•=1 j=l

3

4

4

where
{E(j•,EJ•.E•jk}
© arethedegrees
offreedom
ofthe (21)•'• Z • u•(z•,z•,ß• (z•,z•, •
solution.

The

finite

element

solution

on other

elements

is representedby translations of the basis functions used

above(with differentcoefficients!).
To obtain a globally curl conformingelement,Elk is chosen to be continuous

in across faces in the mesh that

are

normal to the y and z axes, but in general, it is discontinuous

faces in the mesh that

are normal

to the x axis.

Similarly E2• is continuous across faces normal to the z
and z axes and E• is continuous across faces normal to
the z and y axes. The space U• can then be assembledin

the usual finite elementway. The spaceU•,0 is the subspaceof U• consistingof those functionswith a vanishing
tangential componenton F. This can be found simply by
setting the degreesof freedom associatedwith edgesor

i=1 j=l

• • •

k=l

and(u•, v•)•in (see(14)) isobtainedby addingquadratures
of the type (21) overall elements.The remainingquadratures are defined similarly. Using these quadratures and
the fact that the basisfunctionsare Lagrangeinterpolants
at the quadrature points results in a diagonal matrix multiplying each time derivative term when the discreteequations are written

in matrix

form.

The fact that

Gauss

or Gauss-Lobatto quadrature is used in each direction implies that the accuracy of the finite element schemeis not
spoiled.

4

Dispersion analysis

faces on F to zero.

On [0.hi•, the discretemagneticinductionB• =
(B•;•,B2•.B•) •' isrepresented
by

B(1)
ijk li(x)gj(y)gk(Z)
•

Takingf• = R a, e = /• = 1 and J = 0 in (12) and (13)
we can perform a discretedispersionanalysison the finite
element schemeoutlined above. We start the dispersion
analysisof the discreteschemeby seekingdiscretesolutions
of the form

E•(x,t) = •(m)exp(-iwt), and
Bn(x,t) = •n(x) exp(-iwt)

B(2)

i;k

where
•n • Unand•n e Vn.Then(12)-(13)
becomes
B(S)

(22)

wheret•_.ijk,
"-"ijk,
"-'ijk
} arethedegrees
offreedom
ofthe
solution.

(23)

= 0
V• n e U•,

- (v x

1p(x) p(2)

x

= 0
e
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Figure 1: Here we showthe distribution of degreesof freedomfor the first componentof the electric and magnetic fields

onan element
(electric
field- left,magnetic
induction
- right).Thedegrees
arelocated
at •aussor Gauss-Lobatto
points in each coordinateand are showby the bold face arrows. There are someelectric degreesassociatedwith edges
of the grid and this is the origin of the name "edgeelements"for the electricfield. For the magneticfield the degrees
of freedom are either internal

to an element or associated with faces.

wecannotfindfiniteelementfunctions
•;a and•a that

diagonaland let 3//œbe the 4 x 4 diagonalmatrix with

behave
likeexp(ik-x)in space
since
•Thand•a arepiece- (•,... •4•) onthemaindiagonal.
WealsodefineDO) to
wisepolynomials.
Insteadwe demand
that •;a and•a
• l•(x)gj(x)
dx.Finally
bethe4 x 3 matrixwith (•)= fo
behavelike exp(ik ßx) on the levelof the mesh,sothat if

let •

e, is the ith unit vector

matrix.

(24)

•7a(x+ lhe•+ mhe2+ nhea)=
•(x) exp(i(lhk•
+ mhk2+ nhk3))

andsimilarlyfor •a. In particular
let us consider
the
thefirstcomponent
of •Tadenoted
•al. Thisfunction
is
discontinuous

as a function

be the 3 x 3 identity matrix and •œ be 4 x 4 identity

The followingtheoremholds[5]'
Theorem 4.1 Let 0 _<kih _• 7r, 1 _< i _< 3 and suppose
o•n• 0 whereo•a is the dispersionrelationfor thefirst kind
edgeelementswith mass-lumping. Then

of x across faces in the mesh

normal to the x axis, but it is continuous as a function
of y or z across the remaining faces. Thus we are only

where0•2•is an eigenvalue
for

concerned
with (24) in the y and z directions:

- %•P•
(25) PjD(•)MS•D(1):rpxu•
2 ßM•P:u• = 0
•a• (x + lhE2+ mhE3)= •a• (x) exp(ik2hl)exp(ikahm).
and similarlyfor 0•2• and 053h(with x replacedby y and
z).
Thisequation
relates
•h• onfaces
normal
of [0,hia to the
y or z axis to the value on the opposite face. Motivated
by this we define the 4 x 3 matrix Px by

Remarks.
,

The proof of this theorem follows the same outline
as derivation of the the dispersion relations for the
continuousproblem given in the introduction.

.

Equation(25) is exactlythe equationarisingfrom a

P•=- ' exp(iklh),O,O
'
where I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. The matricesPy
and Pz are definedsimilarly with k• replacedby k2 and ka
respectively.

dispersionanalysisof the one dimensionalwave equation discretizedusingfinite elementsand mass-lumped

We shallalsoneedthe followingnotation.Let M c be
the 3 x 3 diagonal
matrixwith (%o,..., OVa
•) onthe main

by Gauss-Lobatto
point integration[4]. Thusdispersionrelationsare available[18].
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3. Despitethe useof anisotropicbasisfunctions(differ- An obvious question is whether this conclusionholds in
ent degreesin differentdirections),from the point of three dimensions.
view of phase error the method behavesas if full cubic
polynomials have been used in all directions.

4. If we do not masslump (souse(9)-(10) rather than
(12)-(13)) the sameconclusion
holdsif wereplaceMc
and ML by suitable non-diagonal inner product matrices for the appropriate elements.

From [18]we knowthat (25) hasthreedispersion
relations(we havesuppressed
the dependency
on x):

•v•(k)= A•(k)
• k2 1 302400
+
h6k6

We shall start by presenting a second order in time
scheme.If we number the degreesof freedomfor En and

Bn wecanwritetheunknowns
asvectors/•n
and/•n,then
(12)-(13)maybe writtenasthe followingmatrix ordinary
differential equation:

c

(30)

(31)

d•n

Ms +C• = 0,

(26)

where(30) appliesto the internaldegreesof freedomof
and the boundarydegreesare determinedby (11). The

(27)

most important feature of theseequationsis that Me and
Ms are diagonal matrices which is a direct result of our
lumping strategy. The matrix C correspondsto a discrete

+o(1))),
+o(1))).

(28)

cuff,andthevectorf is determined
formthegivenfunction J.

The first dispersion
relation(26) is the "physical"disper-

To obtain a secondorder time stepping scheme,we use

sion relationship correspondingto a sixth order approxi-

a leap-flog scheme(as is standard for finite difference

mationto the true dispersionrelation•2 = k2 for the one

methods
[22]).Welet

dimensional wave equation. The remaining dispersionre-

lations(27) and (28) are parasiticmodes.Thesemodesdo
not seem to cause catastrophic problems in practice, but
must be taken into account when determing the stability

•((n + 1/2)At)whereAt is thetimestep.Thenthe
fully discreteelectric and magnetic fields are determined
by solvingsuccessively

of the scheme.

Using(26)-(28) we havethe foilroving
corollary:
Corollary 4.1 There are 27 non zero dispersionrelations
for the cubic edgefinite element scheme describedhere.
They are

+

ß

=

)+

for 1 -< i,j,k <
2
(k), is a sixthor-- 3. One mode,•ah,1,1,1
der approximationto the physicalmodegivenin (8). The
remaining 26 modes are parasitic.

One more point is that using this corollary and the re-

suitsof [18]we canshowthat

(29)

2

2

max maxh
cz•,i,j,•(k
) - 18(6+ x/•).
l_•i,j.k_•3
hk

: 0.

These equationsmay be solvedrapidly since
are diagonal.

If • = R 3, we can usethe dispersionanalysisto show
that the time stepping schemeis stable provided the following Courant conditionis satisfied:
At
--

2
<

m 0.13.

This result will allow us to give a stability condition for
the fully discretescheme.

wherewe haveused(29).

to discretizein time. In [4],we haveshownthat in twodi-

[11],but hasnotyetbeenprovedfor the masslumpedcase.

mensionsit is best to usea fourth orderleap-frogtime stepping schemewhen cubic finite elementsare usedin space.

To construct a fourth order in time scheme,we adopt
the modified equation approachwhich correctsthe error

This time steppingschemeis called a "2-4" schemesince
it is formally secondorder in time and the useof cubic elementsin spaceis expectedto provide fourth order accuracy
5 Time stepping
in space. The fourth order accuracyin spaceis a known
result if the method is not masslumped
For a practicalimplementation
of (12)-(13) it is necessary superconvergence

5Iass Lumped Edge Elements
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in the leap-frogscheme.The schemeis derivedin [4] and

computational comparison of the methods. We take •q -

can be summarized

[0,2]a andmesh•qby subdividing
intoN x N x N cubes.

as follows:

if we define

For the Yee schemethe time step is chosento be the

,4 = M•C r andB = -M•C

optimalstep(themaximum
stepconsistent
withstability).
For the 2-4 cubic scheme, we chooseeither

then at interior points

0.2h
(this
isapproximately
At • -•-

ff•+l/2 : Mi•n+l/2
q_

the Courantstability limit),
0.2h

time derivatives of if.

Usingtheseequalities
in a Taylorexpansion
of ff•+• -

ff• aboutt = (n + 1/2)At anddiscarding
higher
order

and for the cubic 4-4 scheme we use At • 0.3h.

The exact solutionis a Gaussianwave given by

terms givesus the followingtime steppingschemefor the
electric

E = Eog(k. x- t)

field

(At)3
•+•/2
(32)ff•+•= ff=+Atff•
+•/2+•
tt ß
This is a correctedleap-frog scheme.
The time stepping schemefor the magnetic induction is
obtained in the same way using the magnetic analogueof

(32). Usingthis time steppingscheme,we have a locally
fourth order accuracy in time. The schemeis termed a '&4'
schemesinceit is formally 4th order in time and expected
to be 4th order in space. The stability constraint can be

h2

orAt m min(x/_•,
3)

whileatboundary
points
ff•+z/2andff•+•/2aregiven
by

and B = Bog(k. x - t)

where

k = (cos(O)
cos(½),
sin(O),cos(O)
sin(•b))
and 0 = ½ = 0.5. Also

E0 =
B0 =

(- sin(O)cos((•),cos(0),-sin(O)sin((•))
(- sin((•),0, cos(0)),

Finally the functiong(t) is givenby

shown(againusingthe bound(29)) to be

•-exp(-•0)
<_t < 2
.
exp(_
10(s_
1)2)_exp(_
10
) 0otherwise

g(t)= 0

At < 0.381h.

This is almost three times the stability limit for the 2-4

scheme(but the workper time stepis approximatelythree
timesthe workfor a single2-4 time step). Thusthe fourth
order in time accuracy is gained at almost no extra cost
compared to the 2-4 scheme.
To demonstrate the improvement in phasevelocity of the
fully discrete 4-4 schemecompared to the Yee schemewe

showa graph of phasevelocitydefinedby h/Ikl

against

the reciprocalof the numberof grid points per wavelength

in Figure 2 for wavestravelingalongthe x axis (ie k =

The boundary data q, is computed from the exact solution
and J = 0. The solution is not aligned with a particular
mesh direction.

To obtain a quantitative comparison of the error in the
various schemes,we shall display plots of the discrete rel-

ative L2 erroras a functionof the numberof degrees
of
freedomin the problem(numberof unknowns).The dis-

creteL2 errorisdefined
asfollows.
Letrr• andrr• bethe
interpolationoperatorsfor the electric and magneticfield

spaces(obviouslytheseoperatorsare differentfor the cu(k•,0,0)). Forthe Yeescheme,
wechoose
At/h = 1/x/-•,
bic and Yee schemes).Then the relativediscreteL2 error
and for the 4-4 schemewe chooseAt/h = 0.3. The exact is defined to be

phase velocity is unity regardlessof k, and both the Yee
schemeand the cubic 4-4 schemeunderestimatethis phase
velocity. However the cubic 4-4 scheme is much closer to
the ideal.

6

Numerical

results

In order to compare the cubic method to the standard

Yee finite differenceschemewe have performed a simple

(33)
(l[aSE(t)Ea(t)112
+libfaSB(t)Ba(t)112)•/2
(11fE½)112
q_IIaB
B(t)112)

(recalle =/• = 1) and we evaluatethis errorat t = 3.
When we useAt = O(h) in the cubic2-4 scheme,the
error is almostentirelydue to time steppingerror (since
this is secondorder rather than fourth order for the spatial error). The overallconvergence
rate is secondorder
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Cubic
4-4
Scheme

0.970

0.00

'
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'
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'
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Figure2: Herewe showa graphof the discretephasevelocity(definedby con/lk[)againstthe reciprocalnumberof grid

pointsperwavelength
forwaves
traveling
alongthex axis.In thecaseof theYeescheme,
wechoose
At/h = 1/V•
whichis optimal. For the 4-4 schemewe showthe phasevelocityfor At/h = 0.3. Thesechoicesof Courantcondition
are the sameas thoseusedfor the numericalexperimentsin Section6. Ideally the phasevelocityshouldbe constant
and equalto one independentof the numberof grid pointsper wavelength.
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and the resultsin Figure3 showthat the methodhasapproximatelythe sameerror (for a giventotal numberof
degreesof freedom)as the Yee scheme.If howeverwe use

At - O(h2) in the 2-4 scheme,the errorin the discrete
scheme
is nowO(h4) andfor a givennumberof degrees
of
freedom

the cubic scheme is more accurate

[3] A.C. Cangellaris, M. Gribbons, and G. Sohos. A
hybrid spectral/FDTD method for the electromagnetic analysis of guided waves in periodic structures.
IEEE Microwave and Guided Wave Letters, 3:375377, 1993.

than the Yee

scheme
(provided
h is smallenough).
Thischoice
is not
practical in general since it results in a very small time
step.

[4]G.

Cohen and P. Monk. Gauss point mass lumping
schemesfor Maxwell's equations: I Two dimensions.
submitted for publication.

For the 4-4 scheme,the choiceof At = O(h) resultsin a

scheme
witherror
O(h4)andwithareasonable
timestep [5]G.
size. Again the results are shown in Figure 3.

Conclusion

Cohen and P. Monk.

Gauss point mass lump-

ing schemesfor Maxwell's equations:II Three dimensions. submitted for publication.

[6]G.

Cohen and P. Monk. Gauss point mass lumping
schemesin electromagnetism. COMPEL, 13 A:293-

We have described a cubic mass-lumpededge finite element schemefor approximating the Maxwell system and

298, 1994.

scheme. These show a sixth order accurate dispersion re-

matricemassepourles•l•mentsfinismixresde h(rot).

have
derived
thedispersion
relations
forthesemi-discrete
[7]Y.
lation (althoughthe schemeis only expectedto be fourth

Haugazeau and P. Lacoste. Condenstaionde la

ComptesRendu, Series 1, 316:509-512, 1993.

order accurate in amplitude due to the use of cubic basis

J-P. Hennart. Topicsin finite element discretizationof
functions).
Wethen
showed
how
todiscretize
themethod[8]parabolic
evolutionproblems. LectureNotes in Math-

in tinheusingeither a secondorder or fourth order leapfrog
schemeand derived the stability bound for these schemes.

ematics, 909:185-199, 1982.

Numerical
results
(forpropagating
a Gaussian
pulse
a [9]J-P. Hennart,

E. Sainz, and M. Villegas. On the ef-

short distance)showthat the cubicmethod can be more

ficient use of the finite element

accurate than the Yee schemeprovided a sufficiently accurate time steppingschemeis used. The resultsalsosuggest
that the fourth order in time offers substantial advantages

tron diffusioncalculations. Computational Methods in
Nuclear Engineering, 1:3-87, 1979.

overthesecond
orderin timescheme.

To be truly usefulthe schememust be developedfurther.
In particular we need to show how to deal with curved

method

in static neu-

[10]R.

Leis. Initial Boundary Value Problems in Mathematical Physics. John Wiley, New York, 1988.

boundaries
and howto implementan absorbing
condition [11] P. Monk. Superconvergenceof finite element approxto terminate infinite domain calculations. The problem
of curved boundaries is the most difficult since it appears

imations to Maxwell's equations. Numerical Methods
for Partial Differential Equations, 10:793-812, 1994.

likely that the useof Berenger'sperfectly matchedabsorb-

inglayer[2]will be possible
with ourcubicscheme
and [12]G.
that this will result in a good absorbing condition. We
are currently investigatingmapping schemesto fit curved
boundariesand hope to report on a completemethod soon.

Mur and A.T. de Hoop.
A finite-element
method for computing three-dimensionalelectromagnetic fields in inhomogeneousmedia. IEEE Trans.
Magnetics, MAG-21:2188-2191, 1985.

[13] J.C. N•d•lec. Mixed finite elements in R a. Numer.
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